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ANGOL NYELV 
7. évfolyamos tanulók számára 

2. forduló 
Össz.pontszám:     33p  

A feladatlap kitöltendő:  

2019. november 21-én (csütörtökön) 13.00-15.00 óra között 45-45 perc alatt tantárgyanként, 

felügyelet mellett! 

Postára adás utolsó határideje: november 22. pénteki postabélyegzővel. 

 
Név:…………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Iskola neve, címe (bélyegző is lehet): 

…………………………………………………………............................................................. 

 

I., Match the statements and responses. 
 

Example :   Mum, can I have some chocolate?  a,  

 

1 Can I pay in pesos in Canada? 

2 I’m very hot. 

3 Have you got any cigarettes? 

4 Can I watch TV, Dad? 

5 Can I use your laptop? 

6 Do I have to come into the bank with you? 

7 Can I ask you a question? 

8 Can I stay in bed? 

9 Can we go home after the exam? 

10 I don’t understand this word. 

 

a No, you can’t. It’s nearly time for dinner. 

b You can open a window if you want. 

c No, you have to use dollars. 

d No, you can wait in the car. 

e Of course. What would you like to know? 

f Yes, you can leave when you finish. 

g Yes, you can when you finish your homework! 

h You can borrow my dictionary if you want. 

i Yes, but we can’t smoke here. 

j No, you can’t. You have to get up and go to school. 
k I’m sorry, I need it to write some e-mails. 

10p  

 

II   Tick ✓  

 
Example: a We’re usually working on Saturday. 

                  b We usually work on Saturday. ✓ 

1 a I’m mostly using my phone in the evenings. 

   b I mostly use my phone in the evenings. 

2 a Sue’s studying for her exam at the moment. 

   b Sue studies for her exam at the moment. 
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3 a Ramsey is never wearing jeans. 

   b Ramsey never wears jeans. 

4 a I’m phoning my parents every week. 

   b I phone my parents every week. 

5 a They can’t help you today, they’re working. 

   b They can’t help you today, they work. 

6 a We’re playing tennis every day. 

   b We play tennis every day. 

7 a When are you normally going shopping? 

   b When do you normally go shopping? 

8 a I’m doing my homework now. 

   b I do my homework now. 

9 a Miss Smith is teaching at the moment. 

  b Miss Smith teaches at the moment. 

10 a Where do they usually meet? 
     b Where are they usually meeting? 

10p  

 

 

III., Complete the text. Use the prepositions from the box to complete the 

blanks. 
I have got my own room. It’s right(1)____________ my sister’s room. It’s rather tiny, but 

very comfortable.(2)___________ my room there aren’t many pieces of furniture, just a 

bed,  a table, a chair, a wardrobe and a television.There is a window(3)____________ the 

table. The television is (4)_____________ my bed so I can watch it when I am in bed.The 

wardrobe is is on the right and my bed is (5)__________.  There is a computer 

(6)__________ the table and books, pens, and CDs are near the computer.(7)__________ 

the table there is a small waste of bin for paper.(8) ____________ my bed hangs a model of 

a space rocket. I’m really keen on space exploration! 

 

on, opposite, next to, over, in, on the left, above, under 

 
8p  

  
 IV., Read the information about day trips to Italy. Circle the 

best answer. 

 
Tired? Need a day away from work? 

We organize day trips to Italy from only £299. 

Valentine’s Day in romantic Venice 

There is a special trip to Venice on 14th February.We 

take you on a guided walking tour to visit the Bridge of 

Sighs, the Doge’s Palace, and St Mark’s Square. Later, 

have a Bellini (sparkling wine and fruit juice) in Harry’s 

Bar. 
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Rome 

Rome is for those people who love history, art, and 

good food.Tour the city and see some famous places, 

including the Trevi Fountain and the Spanish Steps. In 

the afternoon there is an optional tour (extra cost £35). 

Our guide takes you to the Vatican. 

Retail therapy 

If you like expensive designer clothes but you haven’t 

got much money, this is the trip for you. Fly to Verona 

to visit the factory outlets of famous designers, such 

as Armani, and Gucci, which sell beautiful things at 

cheap prices. 

 

1 This text is from 

A a travel website. 

B a travel book. 

 

2 The writer wants 

A people to go to Italy. 

B people to buy something from him / her. 

 

3 A ‘Bellini’ is 

A an Italian sandwich. 

B an Italian drink. 

 

4 Rome is a good place to go if you like 

A shopping. 

B sightseeing. 

 

5 A good title for this text is 

A Do something different for a day 

B Have a good holiday in Italy. 

5p  

 

 

 

 


